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You’ve defined your scope. Now what? Magazines and 
editorial projects are often built on templated 
structures and inherit practices that many of us take for 
granted. The beauty of imagining a feminist future is 
finding ways of reimagining the present, or how we 
structure our day to day. Here, we’ll explore what it 
means to apply feminist ways of knowing, thinking and 
being into editorial processes and practices.  

Ensuring clear workflow and quality (or: WHAT do we 
do?).  

DEFINE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

We can’t talk about feminist publications without 
exploring labour as political. As you map out the roles and 
responsibilities in your publication, it’s also helpful to list 
the types of work in your organization that might be 
unrecognized, undervalued, or in other ways made 
invisible, and the ways in which power is held and 
maintained through traditional structures.  

Key questions: What does a job description look like 
when it accurately and fully accounts for all the ways in 
which we can contribute? Are there ways mutual care, 
support and accountability can be worked into how jobs 
are created and crafted?  How has capitalism historically 
told us that certain kinds of work (or work experiences) 
are more valuable than others, and, are there ways of 
reimagining that in your pay scale? 

Shameless is a 100% volunteer-run magazine, and on 
publication, each staff member receives a nominal 
honorarium for their contributions to the organization. Our 
“pay scale” values all work equally, rooted in the 
understanding that all labour is interconnected, and all 
time is valuable. 

THINK THROUGH DECISION-MAKING 
PROCESSES 

Revisit your mandate and think about how your politic 
relates to the concept of power.  

Key questions: Where is power held within your 
organization, and how does that challenge the status-quo? 
Are there ways of imagining your decision making that is 
rooted in equity? What are small- and large-scale ways of 
building consensus and making sure that all voices within 
your organization are valued? 

For example, at Shameless, we have established a culture 
of transparency and trust. All committees (hiring 
committees, event committees, fundraising committees) 
are open to all staff who feel they want to have input in 
these spaces.  

TRANSPARENCY AND MUTUAL 
ACCOUNTABILITY (INTERNAL) 

Set up structures for transparency and mutual 
accountability within your organization.  

Key questions: Are processes, meeting minutes and 
organizational documents easily accessible by all 
members of your team? Are there “closed door” 
meetings (and if so, why)? 

It’s also helpful to think through what it means to build a 
culture of accountability. In the case of feminist 
publishing, we’re not just accountable to our readership, 
but to each other.  

Key questions: What structures can you put in place so 
that people can bring their whole selves to their jobs? To 
express where they might be having challenges, need a 
break or need support? Are there practices you can 
incorporate into your meetings or interactions to support 
mutual accountability?     

Cultures of accountability require spaces free of 
judgement or shame. All Shameless meetings begin with 
a check-in and folks are free to share as much or as little 
as they want about what is going on in their lives. Small 
rituals like this normalize care in our work. 

 

 



 

 

TRANSPARENCY AND MUTUAL 
ACCOUNTABILITY (EXTERNAL) 

Projects that work towards equity for or the liberation of a 
group of people are accountable to that group of people. 
Working on political projects can be scary, because this 
work can be messy, and imperfect. Not everything you 
publish is going to be everything to everyone and a part of 
feminist publishing involves accepting the fact that you are 
going to mess up.  

Talk to your team about what to do when this happens—
before it happens. And work through processes and 
attitudes about callouts, call-ins and mistakes before they 
happen.  

Key questions: If you do something wrong, how can you 
make it right? To whom is your feminist project 
accountable (See Part 1: The Political), and how can you 
keep the dialogue open with this group? 

WORKING WITH DIVERSE WRITERS, WORKING 
ACROSS DIFFERENCE 

Over at Shameless, we are in constant dialogue with each 
other about what it means to edit as a feminist practice. 
For us, “feminist” editing means centring the lived 
experiences of our writers alongside our editorial 
mandate. We see the editing process as collaborative, 
respectful and a way of honouring our writers’ truths. This 
is especially important when working with diverse writers.  

Key questions: What power do editors traditionally hold 
in publishing projects and what are ways of re-imagining 
that power through a feminist lens? How can we honour 
the expertise and lived experiences of our writers and 
work towards our shared goals together? As pieces move 
through layout and art assignments (if applicable), how will 
these practices apply as your art director works with 
photographers and/or illustrators? 

BUILD IN SPACES FOR FLEXIBILITY—ASK 
PEOPLE WHAT THEY NEED TO DO THEIR JOBS 
WELL 

While it’s helpful to have a clearly articulated editorial 
process and calendar, a part of working well with people 
of diverse background and through a feminist lens means 
building in spaces for flexibility. For example, a writer 
submitting a personal piece on a traumatic life event may 
realize the editorial process is taking an emotional toll on 

their well being; an interview subject may be facing a 
challenging personal situation and be unavailable for an 
immediate interview, etc. in these cases, it helpful to go 
back to your editorial scope, particularly what it means to 
be accountable and to centre specific voices and to ask 
people what they need to be able to file on time. The more 
you’re able to keep communication open, and problem-
solve with the people you’re working with, the smoother 
the process (and the working relationship) will be. 

PRACTICE CARE IN YOUR WORK 

Often, we inherit ways of working from spaces and 
experiences that are inequitable or contribute to erasure 
or harm (e.g. unpaid internships, J-school, etc.). There is 
nothing that is stopping us from reimagining our 
relationships with the people we work with through a 
framework of care and respect.  

Key questions: How can I implement a strong editorial 
vision, adhere to the challenges of a deadline-driven 
environment, and foster care for my co-workers and 
contributors, so they can produce their best work and be 
their best selves, along the way? What learning and 
unlearning needs to happen to create a new kind of work 
environment? 

THINK OF EDITORIAL PROCESS AS A FORM OF 
RELATIONSHIP/COMMUNITY BUILDING 

Very few publications exist just to publish—and certainly 
this is true for feminist publications. Often, we are trying 
to connect readership to knowledge, connect the public to 
new ideas, or connect communities to each other. As 
editors and publishers, we are conduits for these 
relationships, and so relationship-building is always a 
central part of what we do. Keep this in mind as you 
continue to define how your work happens. (For more, 
see, Part 3: The Practical) 

 

 

 


